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Abstract. In this article, an alternative approach to detecting the computation
completion of combinatorial blocks in asynchronous digital systems is presented.
The proposed methodology is based on well-known phenomenon that occurs in digi-
tal systems fabricated in CMOS technology. Such logic circuits exhibit significantly
higher current consumption during the signal transitions than in the idle state.
Duration of these current peaks correlates very well with the actual computation
time of the combinatorial block. Hence, this fact can be exploited for separation
of the computation activity from static state. The paper presents fundamental
background of addressed alternative completion detection and its implementation
in single-rail encoded asynchronous systems, the proposed current sensing circuitry,
achieved simulation results as well as the comparison to the state-of-the-art methods
of completion detection. The presented method promises the enhancement of the
performance of an asynchronous circuit, and under certain circumstances it also
reduces the silicon area requirements of the completion detection block.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Vast majority of digital systems is nowadays designed employing synchronous de-
sign methodology. However, despite its simplicity and straightforwardness, it faces
a whole bag of problems in terms of fabrication issues and methodology shortcom-
ings. The most critical part of the synchronous system is its clock tree used for
distribution of the controlling clock signal along the whole chip area [1, 2]. With
increasing scale of integration and system complexity, the clock tree becomes very
complex as well. Furthermore, modern synchronous systems also feature methodo-
logies for reduction of the power consumption (e.g. clock-gating), which also con-
tribute to the clock tree related issues. In addition, emerging CMOS technologies are
much more prone to the process variations that force design engineers to introduce
substantial timing margin into developed systems [3, 4]. Synchronous circuits fabri-
cated in advanced technologies also face several other problems, however, pointing
out all those aspects is not the goal of this paper. Let us just mention the most
common problems with the clock trees such as inflexibility in various environments,
clock skew management, high-speed clock distribution issues, etc. [5]. There has
also been rising popularity of “hybrid” globally-asynchronous-locally-synchronous
(GALS) systems [6]. This kind of system is meant to fill the gap in the transition
from purely synchronous to fully asynchronous systems. In addition, they can be
used in applications, where the fully asynchronous circuit would become too com-
plex. Hence, several parts of the overall system will be designed as a synchronous
block inside the asynchronous environment [7].
Taking into account the mentioned drawbacks of synchronous design methodo-
logy, one can state that the asynchronous approach represents a promising alter-
native to the currently dominating synchronous design techniques. Asynchronous
systems exhibit numerous advantages over their synchronous counterparts. The
best known ones are for instance higher performance, lower power consumption
based on data-driven operation, lower EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) radia-
tion, complete avoidance of the issues related to the clock tree and clock distribu-
tion, etc. [8]. On the other hand, drawbacks include larger silicon area overhead
and therefore increased costs, widespread unfamiliarity, immature test methods and
lack of commercial EDA (Electronic Design Automation) tools [9] or academical
kits [10, 11].
2 STATE-OF-THE-ART IN COMPLETION DETECTION
In asynchronous circuits, a distributed control is employed instead of global synchro-
nization. Controlling part of the system follows a certain communication protocol
called handshake or handshaking protocol [12]. Several types of handshake proto-
cols have been developed, each having particular advantages and drawbacks. In
this paper, we focus on the most frequently applied one, namely, 4-phase single-rail
protocol (sometimes called return-to-zero) [13]. This controlling protocol uses two
main signals – REQ and ACK for denoting requested and acknowledged operations,
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respectively. Since there is no specifically defined timing window when data to-
ken has to be executed or kept still, generating of the handshake signals strongly
depends on so-called completion detection, which denotes when the combinatorial
part has finished executing the data token, and it can be stored in a memory ele-
ment.
Figure 1 depicts the state-of-the-art single-rail asynchronous pipeline along with
the controlling part [12]. The blocks labelled as C1 and C2 are purely combinatorial
logic parts, segments L1, L2 and L3 are the memory elements – latches. Finally, the
gates labelled as C are Muller C-elements [14]. The actual completion detection in
single-rail asynchronous systems is represented by a delay element that postpones
REQ signal for the next peer by specific time, which is related to the computa-
tion time of the combinatorial block. The value of time delay is determined by
“worst-case” scenario approach. This means that a designer considers the worst
fabrication process corner, the lowest power supply voltage, the highest ambient
temperature (PVT corner) and the data input vector that requires highest compu-
tation time. Since such delay cells are commonly available in modern process design
kits (PDKs), this approach is very simple to design and implement but on the other
hand, it inserts substantial timing margin into the system, which slows down the
data execution and lowers the computation performance. This disadvantage can be
resolved by multiplexing several delay elements with various values of delay time in
order to fine-tune the computation performance or to introduce so-called “specula-
tive” completion detection [12]. However, this step would significantly increase the
area overhead and therefore also increase the unit cost. Several other completion
detection methods have also been developed [15, 16]. Nevertheless, we would like
to compare the proposed methodology to the most frequently employed completion
detection method in the static logic implementations.
The above-mentioned shortcomings of recent approaches have driven researchers
to think of new possibilities for detection of completed computation activity. One
of several alternative options is the so-called current sensing completion detection
(CSCD), which represents a promising technique that eliminates some of the previ-
ously stated drawbacks of existing methods.
Figure 1. State-of-the-art completion detection in single-rail asynchronous pipeline system
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3 CURRENT SENSING COMPLETION DETECTION
The original article mentioning the idea of CSCD was published in 1990 [17]. It is
based on very well-known phenomenon that occurs in digital circuits fabricated in
CMOS technologies. When input data vector changes its logic values, the combina-
torial block consumes significantly higher amount of the power supply current. The
shape and duration of the transient current peaks correlate very well with the ac-
tual computation time of the combinatorial logic. Thus, by appropriately designed
current sensing circuitry, one can distinguish between the idle state and computing
activity of the system.
Figure 2 depicts the general block diagram of CSCD circuitry. Let us describe
the functionality of the proposed current sensing circuit. When the memory element
is set to be transparent, the data is let to the input of the combinatorial block. Pure
combinatorial logic executes the data and therefore, generates the power supply
current peak that will be detected by the current sensor (CS). This block will rise
its output during the duration of the power supply current peak. The block named
“minimum delay generator” (MDG) is responsible for firing-off a single pulse that
compensates the input (sensing) delay of the current sensor, and acts as a completion
detection signal in case the current peak does not exceed the current threshold value
(the sensor output is kept in low logic state). The signals from the current sensor
and MDG block are synchronized by means of NOR gate and control signal “Done”
for the handshake block is generated by the controlling part of the asynchronous
system.
Figure 2. General block diagram of CSCD implementation in single-rail pipeline system
The first practical concept of the current sensing circuitry was published in [18]
few years later. The article discusses main features of the presented methodology
employed in several data encodings as well as several current sensor circuit topolo-
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gies. Significant portion of research has been done in [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] and
in others. However, sensing circuitries published in the above-mentioned articles
have been developed in either rather old CMOS or BiCMOS technologies that work
with high supply voltage and/or they employ bipolar transistors. Usage of such
devices represents an elegant solution for processing or amplifying the current peaks
produced by combinatorial block. However, these devices are no longer available in
advanced CMOS technologies. Another important drawback of presented sensors is
the usage of resistors. Even though these devices are available in some nanoscale
technologies, their implementation would require unacceptable amount of silicon
area since the sheet resistance of the materials used is very low. The presented
sensors also do not reflect low-power, low-voltage requirements for recent integrated
digital systems. One of the main advantages of asynchronous circuits is their ability
to adapt to the voltage fluctuations. Therefore, the current sensor has to be able to
withstand these fluctuations as well. However, the current sensor topologies pub-
lished in the past do not allow the operation under a low value of the supply voltage
(below 1.5 V).
In [25], the authors present an interesting work regarding CSCD implementation
in low-power single-rail asynchronous system designed in 90 nm CMOS technology.
However, the achieved results and the system performance was compared to syn-
chronous version of the same circuit and therefore, unfortunately, the comparison of
the CSCD circuitry to the conventional version has not been discussed. Nevertheless,
the design of the sensor in nanometer technology represents a comprehensive work.
On the other hand, it is unnecessarily complex and the sensing element (a MOS
transistor) requires a large W/L (channel width/channel length) ratio in order to
achieve a small voltage drop across it.
4 IMPLEMENTATION OF CSCD IN SINGLE-RAIL SYSTEMS
Figure 3 depicts the proposed implementation of CSCD methodology in a single-
rail asynchronous pipeline system. As one can observe, the fixed constant delay
element has been replaced by a circuitry generating the actual completion detection
signal. The current sensor rises its output voltage to high value when combinatorial
block C1 is executing the input data. This signal is synchronized with the pulse
issued by MDG block by means of NOR gate. The feedback taken from its output
terminal and controlling signal from the memory element creates the enabling signal
that turns the current sensor off when its operation is not required and therefore
minimizes the current consumption.
Figure 4 depicts the proposed design of MDG block at the gate level. The chain
of even number of inverters delays the input signal from reaching the second input
of NOR gate and thus the output of NOR gate is flipped for a time specified by the
propagation delay introduced by the inverter chain. The propagation delay of the
inverters has to be set very carefully, since the input delay of the current sensor has
to be properly compensated within the whole range of specifications. This means
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Figure 3. Implementation of CSCD methodology in single-rail pipeline
that the delay of the inverter chain has to cover the whole range of sensing delay
values within the PVT variations in the design specifications.
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of MDG circuit
5 PROPOSED CURRENT SENSOR
In this section, we would like to describe the most important part of the proposed
methodology – the current sensing block. The first subsection deals with the design
of sensing circuitry at the transistor level as well as the description of its operation.
The second part of this section evaluates the main parameters of the current sensor,
and proposes one of the possible layout representations of the sensor.
5.1 Current Sensor Design
The crucial part of the whole methodology is the current sensor which is responsible
for correct and reliable detection of power supply current peaks produced during
computation activity. Previously mentioned current sensor topologies are not suit-
able and/or not applicable in deep sub-micron technologies for already explained
reasons.
Figure 5 depicts the transistor level schematics of the proposed sensor along with
the dimensions of used active devices. It has been designed in 90 nm general purpose
CMOS technology. The most important part of the sensor is so-called bulk-driven
current mirror pair created by devices M1 and M2 [26, 27]. The mirroring ratio
has been set to 4:1, so that the layout of transistor M2 could be done with design-
for-manufacturing techniques taken into account. Use of the bulk-driven current
mirror introduces a very important advantage of lowering the voltage drop across
the sensing element. With bulk terminal connected to the drain terminal, the inner
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diode is biased slightly forward, which significantly lowers the requirements for the
input voltage. In our case, the input voltage is a voltage drop across the sensing
element created by the current drawn by the combinatorial logic (CL).
Figure 5. Transistor level scheme of the proposed current sensor
Devices M2-M5 form basic configuration of a current reference circuit. Static
bias current flowing through its branches is modulated by the current drawn by the
combinatorial logic, which causes the voltage levels changing over time as well. This
transient voltage is then amplified by means of a push-pull inverter amplifier formed
by devices M7 and M8. Two logic inverters formed by devices M9-M12 generate
their outputs inverted to each other. Thus, both types of logic signal are available
and can be used, each when necessary in the global system. The output inverters
also drive the load capacitance at sufficient slew rate parameter. Transistor M6
is employed as an ON-OFF switch controlled by a control logic signal. When the
control signal is in logic zero, the current sensor works as described above. However,
if the control signal is set to logic one, transistor M6 is switched off, and the current
reference is therefore disabled. The output logic states are fixed by the pull-down
transistor M3, and the quiescent current consumption is limited down by the leakage
level.
5.2 Sensor Parameters
Since high-performance digital systems are designed in advanced CMOS technolo-
gies, we have developed the current sensor in 90 nm CMOS technology. The digital
circuits are not that vulnerable to process variations as their analog counterparts.
Since the current sensor is essentially an analog circuit, extra attention has to be
paid to the parameters’ stability over the process variations, ambient temperature
conditions as well as the power supply voltage level. The most significant parameters
of the sensor have been verified as follows.
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Figure 6 depicts the corner analysis of the proposed current sensor. The current
peak produced by the combinatorial logic was simulated by a current pulse with
duration of 1 ns. The transient simulation has been performed for every process
corner available as well as the whole ambient temperature range.




















































Figure 6. Corner analysis of the proposed current sensor
As one can observe, the falling edge response is spread with the maximum span
of 500 ps. The rising edge has spread as well within the maximum span of about
1 ns. These numbers also define the highest possible timing variations within the
die area that should be taken into account in front-end routine in the defined design
specifications.
After the overall stability evaluation, we have also performed Monte Carlo simu-
lations in order to check the statistical distribution of the main timing parameters
(recovery delay and sensing delay of the sensor). Figure 7 shows results of Monte
Carlo analysis for 1000 simulations performed taking into account parasitic well-
proximity effect and gate resistance as well. Both histograms exhibit normal dis-
tribution which can be considered as sign of the sensor functionality and stable
parameters. The standard deviation to the mean value reached for the recovery de-
lay and sensing delay is 6 % and 14.9 %, respectively. These values define the lowest
possible postponement between the two following data token executions.
Another important investigation of the current sensor was focused on its current
threshold value. Thus, again 1 000 Monte Carlo simulations have been performed
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Figure 7. Monte Carlo analysis of the timing parameters
considering parasitic effects, and the achieved results are depicted in Figure 8. The
threshold current histogram exhibits normal distribution and the standard deviation
is less than 10 % which again confirms that the examined parameter would be stable
enough within a production set of the chips.
As for low-voltage applications, the dependence of the current sensor perfor-
mance on the supply voltage is an important feature to be evaluated. Since asyn-
chronous systems exhibit excellent adaptability to the supply voltage fluctuations,
the current sensor has to be able to withstand the voltage level variations as well.
Figure 9 shows the dependency of the most important parameters on the supply
voltage value. One can observe that the threshold current value remains quite con-
stant even for the power supply voltage value of 600 mV. The input delay as well
as output delay of the sensor are growing in exponential rate. Let us mention the
fact that the sensor is capable of proper functioning even with lower power supply
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Figure 8. Monte Carlo analysis of the threshold value
voltage, however the timing parameters would rise to unacceptable values. This
drawback can be resolved by increasing the biasing current flowing through the cur-
rent reference and the push-pull amplifier. The ability to work properly with down
to 50 % of the nominal power supply voltage is a rather promising result.
An interesting fact has been discovered through analysis of timing parameters
performed over the voltage drop across the sensing element. Figure 10 depicts
results of this analysis, where a hyperbolic dependence of the sensing (input) delay
can be observed. On the other hand, the curve displaying the recovery (output)
delay shows a logarithmic shape, which was not expected at all. The point where
both curves intersect indicates the best trade-off between timing parameters of the
sensor and the voltage drop value, since its value is still acceptable and the delays
are symmetrical.
5.3 Layout of the Sensor
Most digital systems are currently designed using standard cell approach, where all
logic gates composing the systems have their layout representations available for
layout designers in the respective PDK library. Bearing that in mind, we designed
the current sensor layout as a standard cell of double height due to anti-latchup
rules incorporated within the PDK. However, this step does not introduce any com-
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Figure 9. Low-power analysis of the proposed current sensor
plications since PDK environments offer special double-height cells for purposes of
switching the supply voltage level for a certain block. Figure 11 shows the layout
implementation of the proposed current sensor. For the sake of lucidity, the se-
cond and the third metalization levels are not shown. The layout has been created
with the design-for-manufacturing techniques taken into account. Those include the
inter-digitizing and placing the dummy structures in the bulk-driven current mirror,
putting all NMOS transistors in one line so that the well-proximity effect is equal
for each instance, and others, since the intra-die and inter-die variations in deep
sub-micron technologies can reach up to 20 % [28].
CAD (Computer Aided Design) tools used for automated Place & Route routine
require several library files available in the PDK, describing the properties of each
cell. One of these library files is the so-called LEF file which bares the physical
information about the cell as well as the standard cell information. Therefore, such
file describing the proposed current sensor standard cell along with the routing
restrictions for the first four metal layers was created, because the current sensor
is an analog circuit and routing placed close to the transistors could affect their
properties. Another important file is LIB file which contains the timing parameters,
power consumption parameters, area requirements for the synthesis tool, etc. This
file was created for every PVT corner within the PDK. The values of required
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Figure 10. Timing parameters over the voltage drop across the sensor
parameters were extracted from analog simulations performed during the design
period. The layout design tools are capable of separating a certain (sub)block of the
design and lay it out isolated, with its own power lines. This approach resembles
the procedure with multiple VDD levels in the design. The combinatorial part would
be laid out this way while the routing metalization levels of the power lines can
be defined easily as well. The ground rails are common for whole design and are
connected on the first metal layer, the VDD for the current sensor is routed by means
of the second metalization layer and the virtual VDD of the combinatorial part (again
first level of metalization) is isolated from the rest of the system.
6 ASYNCHRONOUS SYSTEM DESIGN USING CSCD
The implementation of the proposed CSCD methodology is meant to be simple
and it should not affect the original top-down design flow. In the next subsection,
we propose a design procedure including the automated insertion of the current
sensor standard cell into the synthesized netlist. The second subsection proposes
an approach to the test procedure for fabricated chips.
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Figure 11. Layout of the current sensor
6.1 Design Methodology with CSCD
Virtually, every digital system is today designed using the hardware description
languages such as Verilog, VHDL or currently very popular Balsa which is directly
oriented for asynchronous designs [29]. The period of the design process is closely
related to the functional simulations, which are performed in order to verify the
correct function and behavior of the system. Unfortunately, these simulations are
not that straightforwardly available with an analog circuit possibly embedded in
the digital system. However, the designer should be able to design an asynchronous
system using CSCD methodology. Since the computation time of the combinatorial
logic block is determined by the synthesis tool, this information is available. Hence,
the designer can prepare the testbench file with the signal from the current sensor
modeled accordingly to the information from the synthesis tools. This way, the
asynchronous circuits adopting the CSCD methodology can be successfully simu-
lated in recent digital simulators. After completion of all verifications, the synthesis
for specific technology is carried out. This step is maintained and does not require
any modification to the conventional approach. However, the final netlist produced
by a synthesis tool does not contain the definition of the proposed current sensor.
In order to fix this problem, we have written a shell script that follows the pro-
posed flow chart depicted in Figure 12. As one can observe, it is rather simple to
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Figure 12. Flowchart of script adopting CSCD
The user enters the name of the combinatorial block, then the script auto-
matically renames the original module, creates a new module with the name of
the original one, inserts the line with the current sensor cell, and maintains the
internal connections. This step formally finishes the front-end part of the design,
and designers can proceed to the back-end part.
The back-end part is mostly represented by Place & Route routine. The library
files created for CAD tools are imported to the environment and engineer can design
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the chip layout in usual way. The only change to the conventional design procedure
is that the power supply rail for each combinatorial block has to be isolated from
the rest of the circuit and the main VDD is connected by means of the second metal
layer.
6.2 Design-for-Test of the Current Sensor
The importance of test and testability of fabricated digital circuits and systems
rises with their growing complexity, and methodologies for testing the asynchronous
systems have been developed so far [30, 31, 32, 33]. In order to be able to switch
an asynchronous system using CSCD circuitry into test mode, additional logic has
to be added into the design. Figure 13 depicts the schematic diagram of one stage
of the pipeline system incorporating a DfT technique proposed for CSCD-based
systems. Multiplexer MX is controlled by a single control signal Test that switches
its output to the normal function or a permanent logic zero. This keeps the current
sensor enabled, and the combinatorial block can absorb the data. It is expected that
this routine will occur during SCAN test. The output of the sensor is demultiplexed
either to the system or to the “test result capturing” part, which could be read-out
in order to evaluate the result of the current sensor test.
Figure 13. CSCD-based asynchronous system with proposed DfT technique
The proposed configuration introduces a slight increase of propagation delay
due to the presence of demultiplexer DX at the current sensor output. On the other
hand, it can reconstruct the deformed waveforms in case the current sensor generates
such a signal.
7 ACHIEVED RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The main motivation for research in this area of asynchronous circuits design was
replacement of the fixed worst-case delay by circuitry of the actual completion de-
tector in order to speed-up the overall computation process. Figure 14 depicts the
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performance analysis of the proposed methodology. The very bottom line represents
the duration of the pulse issued by MDG block. The top line is the value of delay in-
troduced by the worst-case delay element. The curves between these two lines depict
the actual computation time detected by the proposed current sensor. The analysis
has been carried out by means of analog transient simulation, and an 8-bit paral-
lel multiplier was used as the combinatorial block in two stage pipeline. To bring
the simulations closer to reality, the delay of interconnections has been modeled by
a simple RC element. The parameter values of the elements were determined by the
random length of interconnections, and the value of sheet resistance was randomly
chosen within the process corner specifications. This approach models the uneven
distribution of the standard cells as well as the local fabrication process variations.
The curves start roughly at 62 % of all possible transitions at the input data signals
(transition factor). Before this point, the actual completion detection is substituted
by a pulse generated by MDG circuit.
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Figure 14. Performance analysis of the proposed methodology
As one can observe, the upper curve at its peak is still lower than the worst-case
delay despite the slight slow-down due to the voltage drop across the sensor and the
propagation delay of the additional logic gates. The actual computation time of the
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system is even slightly lower than the presented values. Nevertheless, the speed-up
in the presented experiment is at least 14.52 %, but in most cases it is even higher.
The theory of the addressed completion detection methodology promises an im-
portant attribute which actually increases the reliability of the controlling part of
the system. The real combinatorial logic may contain design imperfections that can
produce so-called logic hazards, which cause the logic states at the output of the
combinatorial block to flip randomly during the data execution until the last one
settles to the final state. During these random logic states the current draw con-
tributes to the overall consumption. This phenomenon actually prevents the output
of the current sensor from flipping its logic state. The paradox is that logic hazards
actually prevent the detecting circuitry from a false completion detection. Figure 15
depicts results of analog transient simulation, where the curves show each bit signal
at the output of the 8-bit parallel multiplier. One can observe the voltage drop
footprint on logic one level, and the signals randomly change during the computa-
tion. The completion detection signal rises right after the last bit settles down, with
a certain amount of propagation delay. The situation when the computation would
consume a current not exceeding the threshold level, and at the same time, the logic
is complex enough that CSCD is beneficial to be implemented, is rather unlikely.
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Figure 15. Analysis of logic hazards
One of the most important parameters of integrated circuits is the chip die size.
Therefore, the silicon area of hardware needed for completion detection is also very
important. Figure 16 shows another contribution of the proposed CSCD method
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used in asynchronous systems. It shows the dependence of the silicon area of the
completion detection block on the computation time. In conventional methods using
the worst-case delay element, this dependence grows linearly (blue curve). The slope
is determined by the silicon area occupied by a standard cell of the delay element.
On the other hand, the constant line (red curve) displays the situation for CSCD
methodology, where the amount of silicon area consumed by the current sensor,
MDG block, AND and NOR gates is constant, regardless of the computation time
or the system complexity. The point where these two curves intersect determines
when it is beneficial to employ the proposed alternative approach to completion
detection rather than the conventional one.
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Figure 16. Silicon area vs computation time – comparison of methods
We also intend to write a program that would compare the silicon area required
by the CSCD methodology and the actual worst-case delay element. Such informa-
tion can be obtained from the area reports provided by synthesis tools. This way,
the designer would be aware of the possibility of employing the alternative detection
methodology and of the possible silicon area savings.
8 FUTURE WORK
The presented work is a part of ongoing research and naturally, we intend to continue
our research and focus the work on implementation of the developed CSCD circuitry
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as well as the methodology into an experimental chip, and evaluate the simulation
results by measurement of the prototyped chips. As mentioned in the previous
section, the automated comparison of the area consumption for a system being
designed will also be one of the future research goals. The most challenging task
from programming point of view is development of an algorithm that would compute
the mirroring ratio of the input bulk-driven current mirror, especially in case of very
complex combinatorial logic. In this case, some dimensions of the transistors will
have to be adjusted in order to ensure the proper functionality of the sensor. Our
idea is to use Sah’s equations [34] and process parameters of the chosen CMOS
technology, and calculate the device dimensions. On the other hand, it might be
possible that several pre-designed cells with different threshold and the maximum
current peak levels should cover general requirements for arbitrary asynchronous
design. The last but not least future plan includes the possibility of employing the
current sensor for IDDQ testing purposes [35]. However, this would require additional
analog circuitry that would prevent the latchup effect in case the combinatorial block
contains a catastrophic defect and the current draw would grow to high values.
9 CONCLUSIONS
It has been proven that the proposed completion detection methodology is fully
implementable in asynchronous pipeline systems designed in very deep sub-micron
CMOS technology while using standard CAD tools in the system design. The top-
down design flow remains maintained except for a single step that has also been
fully automated by a created shell script that inserts the respective analog standard
cell into Verilog gate level netlist. One of the most important advantages of CSCD
is its complete independence on the number of variables the system uses or on the
complexity and computation time of the combinatorial block. The simulations have
confirmed that it increases the performance in single-rail encoded asynchronous sys-
tems; however, speed enhancement strongly depends on the topology of combinato-
rial logic. Another important attribute is its insensitivity to logic hazards occurring
during the computation activity of the combinatorial part. The addressed methodo-
logy also reduces the silicon area requirements for the completion detection circuitry
under certain conditions. Decision whether these conditions are met or not will be
fully automated as well. Analysis of the current sensor has proven that its topology
is capable of proper functionality under lowered power supply voltage. This makes
it suitable for low-power, low-voltage applications which is also an important abili-
ty for asynchronous systems employing alternative completion detection approach.
A DfT strategy for post-fabrication test of the current sensor circuitry has also been
introduced.
We believe that this scientific work in the area of asynchronous systems repre-
sents a fair portion of research, which brought several valuable results and contri-
butions.
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